VIKING PS4170

The VIKING advantage

Discover the VIKING advantage
VIKING is a market leader in maritime safety, providing and servicing essential safety equipment
for passenger and cargo ships, offshore installations, fishing vessels, yachts, and defence and
fire-fighting industries. We can supply a full package of life saving equipment from top of the line
to standard options. All products have the necessary approvals.
The VIKING headquarters are located in Denmark. Our products are manufactured at production
facilities in Denmark, Norway and Thailand, working together as a team via our extensive
information network.
The unique VIKING network of subsidiaries, agents and 270 certified servicing stations makes us a
truly global provider offering cost-effective and convenient service when and where you need it.
Contact your nearest VIKING office to hear more about what makes VIKING so special and how
we can help you make the right choice - the first time around.

Breathable

GorE-TEx®
PazIfIK™

VIKING PS4170
Exclusive constant wear
immersion/anti-exposure suit
with many custom options

n

The waterproof GoRE-TEx® material offers high breathability and better comfort.
Combined with a durable thermal lining the PS4170 will perform under even extreme
maritime conditions while still offering comfortable wear during constant use.

n

Tailored for extended wear and maximum comfort with a host of design extras that makes
it truly outstanding. Several available options can create a unique solution with a custom
look.

n

Manufactured to withstand the harshest conditions. A high quality finish with several
reinforcements, including knee, thigh and seat area, ensure a rugged and durable suit for
constant wear.

n

Specially designed to comply with the latest SoLAS requirements and maximize protection
against hypothermia and cold shock.
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What makes PS4170 a unique solution?

VIKING LIFE-SAVING EQUIPMENT A/S . Saedding Ringvej 13 . DK-6710 Esbjerg V . Denmark
Tel +45 76 11 81 00 . Fax +45 76 11 81 01 . www.VIKING-life.com

Innovative SoLAS approved design

VIKING LIFE-SAVING EQUIPMENT A/S

bolle chronosoft
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VIKING features
Lifting becket

Buddy line

The integrated lifting becket
encircling the chest ensures a
stable position when lifting
out of the water. When not in
use the snap hook is hidden
under the name patch as an
extra safety measure.

Specifically designed for
situations when close contact
to other persons is critical.
Buddy line is designed not
to snag as it is protected by
a line hem. Stored in slim fit
shoulder pocket when not in
use.

Choice of options
Footwear

Gloves

Hood

Choice of attached rubber
safety boots with steel caps
and steel soles; attached
rubber boots, or GoRE-TEx®
socks.

Choice of 3 or 5 finger
detachable gloves with shark
skin palms for a secure grip.
Gloves are attached to the
wrist by a strap and are
easily stored in slim fit sleeve
pockets.

Choice of fixed hood (black
or orange with black trim) or
detachable hood (black) in
pliable neoprene. Fixed hood
option has a SoLAS approval
for use without a lifejacket.

Extra features
- select as needed:

The ultimate in quality and flexibility
with 1-hour or 6-hour SoLaS approval
The new SoLAS approved VIKING PS4170 combines superior material with unique tailored design
for one of the most outstanding protective suits available for marine personnel.

Equipment pockets

Wrist seals

- Radio pocket on left breast
- Storage pocket hidden
under light on right breast
- Knife pocket on right thigh
(knife optional)
- Fleece hand warmer pockets
with drain holes and water
repellent flaps on hips

The flexible watertight
neoprene cuffs are fitted
with velcro-like adjustment
straps for optimal comfort
and extended wear.

Zipper

Retro-reflective tape

The high strength Dynat®
metal zipper closes at the side
of the face for added comfort.
Extra durable, soft and flexible
ensuring the suit is watertight.
Quickly and easily donned.

Retro-reflective tape on
hood, shoulders and sleeves
reflects light back at source
for higher visibility and aided
day and night rescue.
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Embroidered patches
Name or company logo can
be incorporated into the suit
with custom embroidered
patches attached with a
velcro-like closure on sleeve
and/or breast.

Zipper fastened
thermal inner lining
A choice of light or heavy
zip-up thermal linings with
integrated buoyancy foam
makes this an ideal suit for
operations in both cold
and warmer climates. Easily
removed for cleaning and
replacement.

Zipper wax included.

Print on back

Detachable pockets

Name or company logo can
be incorporated into the suit
with custom heat sealed
print/lettering on back.

A choice of detachable ID
pockets and/or transparent
map pockets. Pockets are
safely and easily attached to
box pockets on sleeves with
a velcro-like closure.

Sizes and colours

VIKING incorporates a waterproof, highly durable and breathable GoRE-TEx® Pazifik™ outer
fabric with a comfortable high-performing thermal lining. A host of carefully selected special
features makes this a constant wear suit that excels in any weather condition and helps protect
the wearer in extreme conditions.
A choice of detachable linings with integrated buoyancy foam makes this an ideal suit for FRB
& MoB rescue teams, offshore personnel, ship & MES crews, water police, coast guards and
lifeguards operating in both cold and warmer climates.

Extra D-ring
optional D-ring on back for
effective retrieval and added
safety.

Sizes: XS, S, M, L, XL, XXL and SPL
Light and whistle

Extra reinforcements

Fully equipped with SoLAS
approved light and whistle.

Silicone Kevlar reinforced
knees and Cordura® reinforced
seat area for extra durability.
®

PS4170 is delivered
in a practical bag

Yellow fabric
with grey
reinforcements
and pockets

orange fabric
with grey
reinforcements
and pockets

orange fabric
with blue
reinforcements
and pockets

